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Purpose

“The important thing is not so much that every child should

be taught, as that every child should be given the wish to learn.”
JOHN LUBBOCK

Teaching is probably the most rewarding profession,

yet it can also be the most challenging as teachers

strive to ensure that every child receives the best

education possible. Education has become so

complex that it is impossible for the classroom

teacher to do it alone. Schools must reach out 

to parents and effectively engage them in the 

education process.

This handbook is designed to help teachers who

work with English-language learners to understand

the differences between the education systems 

in Colorado and Mexico. It is our hope that 

by becoming more knowledgeable about these 

differences and recognizing the strengths of

Mexican families, teachers will develop culturally-

sensitive strategies to effectively engage parents 

in their classrooms and improve the academic

achievement of students. While we believe that

the concepts addressed in this handbook can

apply to engaging Spanish-speaking families 

from most Latin American countries, we placed

our focus on Mexican families because the 

majority of immigrant students in Colorado

schools are from Mexico.

The intent of this handbook is not to generalize

nor diminish either education system. Colorado

schools are diverse in philosophy and pedagogy. 

In Mexico, a big difference exists between public

and private schools. Teachers who are aware 

of the differences can help Mexican parents

understand the education system in Colorado 

and enhance their ability to become more involved

in the education of their children.

The first part of this handbook highlights specific

differences between the two education systems;

the second part allows teachers to share and

reflect on the ways in which they can capitalize

on the cultural strengths that Mexican families

bring with them to enhance student learning. 

The information in this handbook reflects over 

20 years of experience and learning in working

with Mexican families across Colorado from the

point of view of an educator and a family advocate. 



Primary Differences
Between Schools 
in Colorado and
Schools in México
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EXPECTATIONS OF STUDENTS

M In Mexican schools, students must master

specific skills before being promoted to the next

grade. Generally, students must take tests at the

end of the fall semester in January and at the end

of the spring semester in June. Monthly tests are

given throughout the year. At each grade level,

students are required to take an assessment to

determine their understanding of the material

they will cover at the grade level to which they

will be promoted. Some urban high schools

require that students pass an admissions test to

get into the school of their choice. There are two

types of high schools in Mexico: one offers general

studies and the other focuses on science, math

and technology. Both prepare students for college.

C In Colorado schools, students are promoted

from one grade to the next regardless of whether

they master the skills for their grade level. 

In order to retain a student, teachers must prove

that the student is not socially or emotionally

ready for the next grade. The parents need to be in

agreement. The current high-stakes, standards-based

testing is placing more emphasis on the academic

readiness of each student. Attendance is extremely

important in Colorado schools. The Compulsory

School Attendance Law, CRS 22-33-104, mandates

that every child who has attained the age of seven

years and is under the age of 16 years must attend

school. This law also applies to a 6-year-old child

who has been enrolled in a public school. Parents

are responsible for ensuring that their children

attend school regularly. Parents who do not comply

with the law are subject to a court hearing and

could possibly be charged with neglect and moni-

tored by the local Department of Human Services.

CURRICULUM

M Mexico has a standardized national curriculum

based on the constructivism theory. In addition,

third grade students in each state receive a free

textbook that includes the history and geography

of that region.
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C The United States has no standardized

national curriculum; however, the current emphasis

on state content standards is helping school districts

develop a more uniform curriculum. The Colorado

constitution gives school districts local control.

There are 179 school districts in Colorado and

each district determines the best instructional 

program to educate English Language Learners

(ELL students).

TEACHING STRATEGIES

M In Mexican schools, teaching methods can

vary from one teacher to the next or from one

region to another. In addition, instruction appears

more formal since students are seated in rows and

work independently; however, learning is becoming

more interactive and working in groups is encour-

aged. Classroom management is more traditional

than in Colorado schools. There is an unspoken

expectation of respect for teachers that has been

passed on from one generation to the next.

C In Colorado schools, process is very important.

Teaching methods can vary dramatically from one

teacher to the next; however, most school districts

are moving toward research-based, scientifically

proven teaching strategies. In some schools,

instruction appears informal as students work 

in small groups and often sit on the floor. Learning

is interactive and hands-on. In Colorado, each

school develops its discipline policy based on 

federal and state laws. 

HOMEWORK

M In Mexico, homework is an important com-

ponent of the learning process. The purpose for

assigning homework is twofold: 1) to practice

what the student learned in school and 2) to keep

parents informed about what the student is learning

in the classroom. The role of the parents is to

ensure that the student completes the homework

and returns it to school. Beginning in first grade,

students take their textbooks, their workbooks

and school supplies home each night.

C Teachers in Colorado, for the most part,

determine their own homework policy. In some

elementary schools, books are seldom sent home

for homework purposes. Nevertheless, most

teachers send home storybooks and encourage

families to read with their children. Some school

districts have very rigid homework policies 

and parents are expected to help their children

with homework.

GRADES

M Mexican schools use the numerical system 

as well as the letter grading system (10=A; 9=B;

8=C; 7 or 6=D and 5=F).

C In Colorado, schools use a wide variety of

grading systems such as: A B C D F (A=excellent

and F=failing); Excellent, Satisfactory, Unsatisfactory;

portfolios; and more recently, grading systems

that reflect standards-based terminology. Schools

may also use other ways of reporting student

progress within literacy programs such as 

color-coded reading levels.
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REPORT CARDS

M In Mexico, students are tested and graded

every month on tests prepared by the classroom

teacher to measure whether or not the student has

mastered the concepts of the classroom curriculum.

Parents receive report cards on a monthly basis that

they MUST sign and return. Teachers and parents

can request conferences anytime during the year.

C In Colorado, parents receive report cards

every six or nine weeks, depending on the school

system. In addition, parent-teacher conferences

are offered once or twice each year. Parents and

teachers can request additional conferences.

DRESS CODE

M In Mexican schools, uniforms are traditionally

worn by all students in elementary and middle

schools for the purpose of lowering clothing

costs, minimizing social class differences, instilling

discipline and creating a school environment

where all students have a sense of belonging.

More recently, mandatory uniform policies are

changing in some parts of Mexico; however, 

strict dress codes continue to be the norm. 

C In Colorado, some schools may choose to have

uniforms; however, the majority of schools do not

have uniforms. Local schools develop their own

dress codes based on district standards.
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Expectations of Parents

Many parents from Mexico place a high value on

education and often, that is one of the primary

reasons why they come to the United States.

The majority of Spanish-speaking students in

Colorado schools come from Mexico. Clarifying

the differences that exist within the Mexican

school system is important so that we can 

better meet the needs of the students coming 

into our country.

Mexican public schools differ dramatically from

private schools. Oftentimes, only the children 

of middle class and affluent parents, or those 

who receive scholarships upon passing rigid tests,

attend private schools. Public schools in Mexico,

like those in the United States, are free and 

mandated for all children; however, differences

exist between small rural schools and large urban

schools. Because of challenging working condi-

tions, it is difficult for schools in small villages

to attract teachers. Furthermore, classrooms often

have as many as 50 to 60 students per teacher.

Even when schools attract teachers, many go on

strike for better wages and working conditions. 

Kids are often left without school for months. 

Despite these challenges, public schools in rural

and urban communities provide a rigid and 

challenging curriculum. 

Schools in Colorado face similar challenges. A huge

achievement gap exists between schools in affluent

communities and those in urban districts with

large numbers of culturally and economically

diverse students.
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According to Family Involvement in Children’s

Education, from the U.S Department of

Education (1998):

Thirty years of research confirms that family

involvement is a powerful influence on children’s

achievement in school (Eagle, 1989; Henderson 

& Berla, 1994; U.S. Department of Education,

1994; Ziegler, 1987). When families are involved

in their children’s education, children earn higher

grades and receive higher scores on tests, attend

school more regularly, complete more homework,

demonstrate more positive attitudes and behaviors,

graduate from high school at higher rates and 

are more likely to enroll in higher education than

students with less involved families. For these 

reasons, increasing family involvement in the 

education of their children is an important goal

for schools, particularly those serving low-income

and other students at risk of failure.

The following sections will allow educators the

opportunity to reflect on the cultural conflicts

Mexican parents experience when their children

enter our schools as well as the cultural strengths

families bring with them. Educators will also have

the opportunity to share strategies they’ve used 

to fully engage students who are English-language

learners. And, educators will identify ways 

to effectively engage Spanish-speaking parents 

in their children’s education experience. 
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Cultural Conflicts

“Teachers and learners are correlates, one of which was

never intended to be without the other.”
JONATHAN EDWARDS

Sometimes, simple cultural differences can 

create conflict between parents and teachers.

Understanding the culture of the families in

school communities will enhance teachers’ ability

to engage diverse families in their children’s 

education processes and to meet the needs 

of students in a more effective manner. Educators 

do not need to make drastic changes in their own

behavior in order to engage parents. Remember,

parents are also trying to figure out the partnership

between home and school. The following factors

often contribute to cultural conflicts that can 

discourage parents from becoming involved

in the education process:

• Many Mexican parents become nervous when

they realize that public schools in Colorado

do not have a standardized curriculum. 

They also may become concerned when they

discover that their children can be promoted

from one grade to the next without acquiring

grade-level skills.

• Mexican parents often expect their children 

to bring home textbooks and school supplies

each day so they can do their homework.

When they see their child come home with 

a single page of homework, parents may feel

as if they don’t really know what the child 

is doing at school. They may feel incapable 

of helping because of a lack of explanation

about how to do the homework.

• Because most Mexican parents are accustomed

to going to school for the purpose of learning

about their child’s progress, it is not unusual

for a parent to inquire how his or her child 

is doing during a general parent meeting,

such as a PTA or PAC meeting.

• In Mexico, parents bring their younger children

with them when they volunteer at school,

when they come to parent meetings or during

other school events; parents in Colorado usually

leave their children at home with babysitters.

• In Mexico, food is part of every celebration

and is shared abundantly with everyone 

who attends.



Oftentimes, cultural conflicts become misconceptions that are taken as facts, 
making it difficult for parents and teachers to communicate effectively.

Q What misconceptions or cultural conflicts have caused friction in your school?

A

Q What do you think your school can do to bridge cultures and create a thriving 
environment where all staff, students and parents feel valued, respected 
and challenged to reach their full potential?

A

• In most Mexican schools, students are seated

in rows and, for the most part, work individually

rather than in groups. 

• Often low-income families from Mexico prefer

not to question authority or make demands 

in U.S. schools, even though in their own

country they may have been very vocal and

active. It takes time for immigrant parents 

to understand their rights and responsibilities

in a system that is completely new to them. 

• A welcoming school climate is extremely

important in school communities that serve

Spanish-speaking families. Invitations into 

the school or classroom are signs of respect.

Some parents may be hesitant to participate 

in school events and meetings due to their

undocumented status or the current anti-

immigrant sentiments.

COLORADO STATEWIDE PARENT COALIT ION8
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Cultural Strengths

“As teachers we must believe in change, must know it is possible,

or we shouldn’t be teaching, because education is a constant

process of change. Every single time you ‘teach’ something 

to someone, it is ingested, something is done with it, and a new

human being emerges.”
LEO BUSCAGLIA

Mexican families are an untapped resource in

many of our school communities. By focusing 

on the cultural strengths of these families, teachers

can find ways to involve parents. Many Mexican

parents had careers in their own countries; however,

because they cannot speak English fluently, they

often have to settle for lower-paying jobs in the

United States. Consequently, educators may not

recognize the resources parents can bring to their

classroom. Likewise, some families come with

limited formal education; however, they still bring

with them a wide range of experiences, knowledge

and skills. The following are some of the more

common cultural strengths of families from Mexico.

• Mexican parents value education. As stated

earlier, one of the primary reasons they come

to the United States is to make sure their 

children get a good education and have more

opportunities than they had. Mexican parents

also expect a rigid and uniform curriculum.

They expect their child to bring homework

home each day that includes textbooks, 

workbooks and their own school supplies.

• The family is extremely important in the

Mexican culture. Parents often take their 

children with them everywhere they go.

It is not unusual for older children to remain

at home past 18 years of age or for extended

family members to live together in the same

household. Gender roles are more clearly

defined in Mexico. Traditionally, mothers 

have been more involved than fathers in

issues concerning the education of their 

children; however, this is changing. Fathers

are becoming more involved in all areas 

of their children’s lives.

• Mexican parents have strong cultural values

and traditions, such as respect for elders,

harmony with nature and family unity.

• Families from Mexico come to this country

with a spirit of hope and a strong desire 

to improve their quality of life. 



Identifying Cultural Strengths

Q What other cultural strengths have you identified among the families 
in your school community? 

A

Q Why do you think society perceives Spanish-speaking families as disinterested 
and lacking the resources to support their children’s education?

A

• For the most part, parents from Mexico are

creative and have many talents (occupational,

musical, artistic). They have had many

experiences that have taught them to be 

survivors and they have learned to maximize

their resources.

• Families from Mexico enjoy sharing stories and

ideas. Relational time is important to them

because interpersonal relationships are the basis

for building trust and confidence with others.

• Mexican parents have respect and admiration

for teachers and may not realize that their

active involvement in schools is expected.

Once they receive appropriate training 

and adequate support, they become strong

advocates for their children and full partners

in their children’s education.

COLORADO STATEWIDE PARENT COALIT ION10
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Using a Strengths-based
Approach to Enhance

Student Learning
“A teacher affects eternity; he/she can never tell where

his/her influence stops.” HENRY BROOKS ADAMS

Recognizing the cultural strengths parents bring

to our schools is the first step to effectively

engage them in their children’s education. The 

following are suggestions that you may want 

to use to enhance communication with parents

and to build relational trust. 

STRENGTH

Valuing Education

ACTION

• Let parents know at the beginning 

of the school year the content of your 

grade level curriculum.

» Inform parents about the specific skills 

students must master at their grade level.

» Keep parents informed about their 

child’s progress:

» Inform parents about the importance 

of attending parent-teacher conferences.

» Be clear, specific and respectful in 

explaining their child’s progress, using 

terminology the parent understands.

» Be truthful with parents about their child’s

progress. If the child is performing below

grade level, make sure the parent under-

stands and offer strategies that the parents

can use at home to help their child.

• Let parents know about your homework policy

and implement the policy consistently.

» If you do not assign homework on a daily

basis, ask parents to read to their children 

or listen to them read for a minimum 

of 20 minutes each day.

» Keep parents informed about what is

going on in the classroom by assigning

homework that is related to what the

child did in school.

» Send books and textbooks home 

occasionally.
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» Give parents specific strategies they can

use at home to support what you are

doing in the classroom.

» Make homework challenging rather 

than monotonous.

• Keep parents informed about the activities 

in the classroom through:

» Monthly newsletters

» Weekly folders

» Notices that have to be signed and returned

» Periodic phone calls and home visits.

• Always greet parents when you see them.

• Contact parents to give them positive feedback

about their child.

• When hosting parent meetings, keep in mind

that some Mexican parents attend because

they think they are there to be informed

about their child’s progress. As a result, they

may ask how their child is doing in the middle

of a discussion.

» A suggestion for dealing with this issue is to

clearly explain the purpose of the meeting.

Indicate to the parents that you know how

important their child’s progress is to them

and encourage them to make an appoint-

ment to meet with you. You may want to

have a sign-up sheet for interested parents.

STRENGTH

Extended family

ACTION

• Welcome extended family members when

they attend school events.

• Invite uncles, aunts or other relatives to school

events if mom or dad are unable to attend.

• Find out who the significant people are in 

a student’s life by asking the student to write

about his or her family and family traditions.

• If mom and/or dad work evenings, suggest

that an older brother or other extended relative

help the child with homework each day.

• Be sensitive to changing family structures. Not

all families have a mother and a father in the

home. Letters or fliers sent home might use

words such as parents, guardians or family.

STRENGTH

Expanding gender roles

ACTION

• Communicate to families that mothers,

fathers or other guardians are always welcome

and encourage them to attend school events,

field trips and to visit classrooms.

• When calling home, refrain from asking for

the student’s mother. This may be difficult 

at first because many of us are accustomed 

to speaking with mothers instead of fathers.
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STRENGTH

Relationships are key

ACTION

• Take time to get to know the parents of the

children in your classroom. Relationships are key

when working with Spanish-speaking parents. 

• Gaining the trust of the families is the first

step in effectively engaging parents in your

classroom.

STRENGTH

Strong cultural values and traditions

ACTION

• Ask students to write about their culture and

family traditions including family talents, holiday

traditions, migration stories, oral folklore, etc.

• Learn about the student’s prior experiences –

places they lived prior to coming to the

United States, places they have traveled 

and whether they lived in a rural area or the

city in their native country. Find books that

relate to the experiences they’ve had and give

them writing assignments that relate to their

past experiences.

• Take a talent inventory of students’ parents.

Invite parents to help in your classroom 

and encourage them to share their talents

with the students.

AS A PARENT

I leave my child with you each day that you
may instill in him all the concepts of life.

You teach him sharing so he understands
nothing is of value unless it is shared.

You teach him art so the radiant colors 
of the world will not pass him by.

You teach him letters so words may become his
tool to help make this planet a gentler place.

You teach him time so he comes to know
nothing lasts forever,

Especially childhood… 

You teach him about acceptance so he learns
not all of life is fair.

You are my child’s teacher, and there is no
better thing to be.

ROBIN KEOUGH

When students witness positive relationships

between parents and teachers, students feel valued

and cared for and consequently assume the

responsibility of working hard at school and

home. The positive relationships between parents

and teachers must come from an awareness of

what each brings to the partnership, how much

they understand each other’s expectations and the

sensitivity that both teacher and parent develop

once they acquire this knowledge.



In Colorado, parents are expected to attend parent-teacher conferences which are
scheduled at the beginning of the school year. If parents want to inquire further about the
progress of their children, they have to make an appointment with the classroom teacher.

In Mexico, parent-teacher formal conferences only occur when a serious issue arises
with a student. Communication between parent and teacher is more informal. Teachers
inform parents about school happenings and their child’s progress when they take their
kids to school or pick them up.

Reflections 

Q How can schools clearly communicate the purpose of parent-teacher conferences or
other important meetings to parents? Do parents understand the purpose of the different
types of meetings and activities? What are some strategies teachers can use to motivate
parents to attend parent-teacher conferences or other important school events?

A

Parent-Teacher
Communication

COLORADO STATEWIDE PARENT COALIT ION14



Group Sharing

Q What strategies have you used to enhance communications with parents?

A
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In Colorado, each local school determines when parents meet.

In Mexico, schools have regular parent meetings with clear expectations that parents
attend these meetings. Some teachers actually have consequences for students 
if their parents do not attend.

Reflections 

Q How does your school notify parents about meetings and other school events? 
Who is responsible for making sure parents are informed about what is going on in
their child’s school? Are all notices sent home from the school translated correctly?

A

Parent Meetings
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Group Sharing

Q How have you been able to involve Spanish-speaking parents in your class-
room? What do you think your school needs to do to reach out to and involve
Spanish-speaking parents?

A
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In Colorado, parents feel they have the right to advocate for their children, 
based on State Accreditation Standards and federal law.

In Mexico, parents have the right to advocate for their children and even have
agencies such as the office of the Secretaria de Educación Pública that helps 
parents solve problems. When they come to Colorado, the lack of information 
and support often keeps them from being advocates for their children.

Reflections 

Q Does your school offer parent leadership training or parent workshops to inform
parents about their rights and responsibilities as well as what your school expects
from them? 

A

Parental Rights and
Responsibilities

COLORADO STATEWIDE PARENT COALIT ION18



Group Sharing

Q What information or training do parents need in order to advocate for their children?

A

In Colorado there are laws, such as the Colorado Basic Literacy Act, that support 
the parents’ responsibility to make decisions regarding their children’s learning.

In Mexico, parents consult with teachers and support decisions regarding their children’s
education. When they come to Colorado, it becomes more difficult for them to 
be part of the decision-making process because they don’t understand the education
and administrative systems.

Reflections 

Q Do you think your school provides sufficient information to parents to help them
make the right decisions regarding their children’s education? 

A

Group Sharing

Q What can your school do to encourage parents to be involved in decisions that affect
their child’s learning?

A
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In Colorado, parents are expected to reinforce at home what their children are learning 
in the classroom and are often expected to teach their children specific skills.

In Mexico, parents instill the importance of homework by ensuring that homework 
is completed and reinforcing what their child is learning in school.

Reflections 

Q What can parents do at home to make your job easier in the classroom? 
How would you communicate this expectation to parents? 

A

Parents Supporting
Their Children’s
Learning at Home

COLORADO STATEWIDE PARENT COALIT ION20

“It is through good education that all the good in the world arises.”
IMMANUEL KANT



Group Sharing

Q Share successes you’ve had in establishing positive partnerships with parents 
in your classroom. How do they support at home what their children are learning 
in the classroom?

A
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Reaching Out to Spanish
Speaking Parents 
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• Clearly communicate to parents in a language

they understand that the school values and

wants their ideas, participation and leadership.

• Involve the entire staff in creating an envi-

ronment that makes parents feel welcome 

and respected.

• Personal contacts are extremely effective! Flyers

are probably the easiest, but not necessarily the

most effective way to engage parents. Develop

positive relationships with parents. 

• If parents don’t come to you, go to them. Identify

community-based organizations, churches or

family advocates who have already developed

positive relationships and trust with those 

in the Spanish-speaking community.

• Always use a strengths-based, positive approach

when working with parents.

• Do not be afraid to share power with parents.

• Have high expectations of parents! They are 

a wonderful resource to your school 

or your program.
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